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Abstract— Sentiment Analysis is an important type of text 

analysis that aims to support decision making by extracting 

& analyzing opinion oriented text. Indentifying positive & 

negative opinions & measuring how positively & negatively 

an entity is regarded. sentiment analysis on social media 

data while the use of machine learning classifier for 

predicting the sentiment orientation provides a useful tool 

for users to monitor brand or product sentiment. Document 

level sentiment analysis is used which consists of Term 

Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) 

values as features along with Fuzzy Clustering which results 

in positive and negative sentiments. As more & more user 

express their views & opinion on twitter. So twitter becomes 

valuable sources of people’s opinions. Tweets data can be 

used to infer people’s opinion for marketing & social 

studies. Twitter sentiment analysis that can spot the general 

people’s opinion in regard to social event which are going to 

be in current on twitter. In this research will take current 

scenario which are going to be on twitter as an example for 

sentiment analysis. In these will use the proposed feature 

extraction model with SVM classifier. Using this can obtain 

greater accuracy as compared to previous research work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The age of Internet has changed the way people express 

their views. It is now done through blog posts, online 

discussion forums, product review websites etc. People 

depend upon this user generated content. When someone 

wants to buy a product, they will look up its reviews online 

before taking a decision. The amount of user generated 

content is too large for a normal user to analyze. So to 

automate this, various sentiment analysis techniques are 

used. In this paper, we use different machine learning 

techniques for classifying tweets. Sentiment Analysis in 

twitter is quite difficult due to its short length Presence of 

emoticons, slang words and misspellings in tweets forced to 

have a preprocessing step before feature extraction. 

A. Negative 

 

B. Positive 

 

C. Neutral 

 
Fig. 1: Tweets 

There are several challenges in Sentiment analysis. 

The first, an opinion word that is considered to be positive 

in one situation may be considered negative in another 

situation. The second, people don’t always express opinions 

in the same way. The usual text processing relies on the fact 

that small differences between two pieces of text don’t 

change the meaning very much. 

D. Challenges 

1) Tweets are highly unstructured and also non-   

grammatical 

 
2) Out of Vocabulary Words  

 
3) Lexical Variation 

 
4) Extensive usage of acronyms like asap, lol, afaik 

 
Fig. 2: Challanges 

The main purpose is to find Sentiment among the tweets. 

Various data mining technique has received a great deal of 

interest in the field of Sentiment analysis. 

The rest of the paper provides the following details: 

Section II discuss the related work done in this domain. 

Section III represents the propose work in this paper. 

Section IV introduces the Comparative Analysis. Section V 

presents an Expected Solution. Section VI gives the 

Conclusion of the proposed work. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Sentiment Analysis in twitter [1] is widely used. This paper 

used feature extraction. There are different feature 

extraction methods for collecting relevant features from text 

which can be applied to tweets. But the feature extraction is 

to be done in two phases to extract relevant features. In the 

first phase, twitter specific features are extracted. Then these 

features are removed from the tweets to create normal text. 

After that, again feature extraction is done to get more 

features. This is the idea used in this paper to generate an 

efficient feature vector for analyzing twitter sentiment. 

Since no standard dataset is available for electronic devices, 

created a dataset by collecting tweets for a certain period of 

time manually. 

The paper [2], Provides Sentiment analysis on 

Online movie review based on clustering for Box-office 

prediction. In this, data mining techniques are applied. Box 

office collection for the next day is predicted based on 

online reviews of the present day and also predict the high 

or low collection of movie. The reviews are collected from 

IMDb (http://www.imdb.com/). The Researcher Pruthvi H.R 

has used TF-IDF approach. It includes text preprocessing, 

text transformation, validating feature effectiveness using 

clustering and sentiment classification. 

This paper [3], focus on the tweets sentiment 

analysis that is to  identify whether a piece of text expresses 

a positive or negative opinion about an entity (i.e.,  

politician) for an election event in politic domain. It has 

used TSAM model. 

This paper [4], proposed a method to find out the 

aspects that dictate the sentiment score of the review the 

most. For this purpose tend to use some “driving factors” 

which give weightage to different aspects of the movie. 

Thus the overall score of the document is the sum of 

individual aspect scores weighed by their driving factors. 

This paper [5], attempted to explore a new 

SentiWordNet based scheme for both document-level and 

aspect-level sentiment classification.The document-level 

classification involves use of different linguistic features 

(ranging from Adverb + Adjective combination to Adverb + 

Adjective +Verb combination). Also devised a new domain 

specific heuristic for aspect-level sentiment classification of 

movie reviews. This scheme locates the opinionated text 

around the desired aspect/ feature in a review and computes 

its sentiment orientation. For a movie, this is done for all the 

reviews. The sentiment scores on a particular aspect from all 

the reviews are then aggregated. 

In this paper [6], considered different 

representation methods (weighting the terms with term 

occurrence and term frequency-inverse document 

frequency), and compare them together. For sentiment 

identification we follow a machine learning approach by 

designing a 3-class SVM classifier. However, instead of 

using the commonly used BOW representation (usually with 

high dimensionality), proposed a new feature set based on 

positiveness, neutralness and negativeness scores (a 3-

dimensional representation) that we learn from the data. The 

paper call the new feature set score representation. Using 

this new feature set for classification, improved the 

performance of state-of-the art 3-class sentiment 

classification of sentences by 20% in terms of average f1 

score. 

This paper [7 ], reports a work in progress with 

contributions including: the development of a framework for 

analyzing the views and experiences of users of drug and 

cosmetic products using machine learning, text mining and 

sentiment analysis; the application of the proposed 

framework on Facebook comments and data from Twitter 

for brand analysis, and the description of how to develop a 

product safety lexicon and training data for modeling a 

machine learning classifier for drug and cosmetic product 

sentiment prediction. 

III. METHODS 

There are various methods for Market basket Analysis: 

A. Support Vector Machine 

Support vector machine algorithm [1] is used to evaluate the 

classification accuracy. Support vector machine is a 

classifier using a decision boundary to separate two classes 

defined by solving a quadratic optimization problem. SVM 

finds an optimal solution that maximizes the distance 

between the hyperplane and the most critical training 

samples. The decision boundary is then specified by a subset 

of critical training samples named support vectors that lie on 

the edge. SVM extends to multi-class classification using 

several methods. SVM has been used in many applications 

because its design is well suited complex large datasets. 

SVM is one of the best performers for a number of 

classification tasks ranging from text to microarray data 

Suppose we have two features, x1 and x2, and want to 

classify all the elements appeared. We can see the class red 

and the class black. The goal of the SVM is to design a 

hyperplane that classifies all training vectors in two 

categories. The black line is defined as the hyperplane that 

classifies all the training vectors inthe two classes andhave 

multiple hyperplanes that can classify all the instances 

correctly in this feature set. The best choice will be the 

hyperplane that leaves the maximum margin from both 

classes. 

 
Fig. 3: SVM applied onto two features, x1 and x2 

SVM Classifier uses large margin for classification. 

It separates the tweets using a hyper plane. SVM uses the a 

discriminative function defined as 

g(X) = wT _(X) + b (2) 

’X’ is the feature vector, ’w’ is the weights vector 

and ’b’ is the bias vector. () is the non linear mapping from 

input space to high dimensional feature space. ’w’ and ’b’ 

are learned automatically on the training set. Here we used a 

linear kernel for classification. It maintains a wide gap 

between two classes. 

http://www.imdb.com/
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B. Naive Bayes Classifier 

The Naive Bayes classifier is the simplest and most 

commonly used classifier. It computes the posterior 

probability of a class, based on the distribution of the words 

in the document. The model works with the BOWs feature 

extraction which ignores the position of the word in the 

document. It uses Bayes Theorem to predict the probability 

that a given feature set belongs to a particular label. 

P(label) is the prior probability of a label that a 

random feature set the label. P(features | label) is the prior 

probability that a given feature set is being classified as a 

label. P(features) is the prior probability that a given feature 

set is occurred. Given the Naive assumption which states 

that all features are independent, the equation could be 

rewritten as follows: 

 

C. KNN Classification 

K nearest neighbor is supervised learning algorithm where 

the query is classified based on the majority of k- nearest 

neighbor. The purpose of this algorithm is to classify a new 

object based on attributes and training samples. The 

classifiers do not use any model to fir and only based on 

memory. Algorithm find the k number of objects or closest 

to the query point. The classification using majority vote 

among the classification of the k objects. 

D. Emoticons  

In this feature, entered the emoticons in the form text can 

also predict as pictorial emoticons. 

Exa: 

:)           

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Method Advantages Disadvantage 

Dictionary 

Lexicon[1][3][4][7] Less acurracy 
Indexing 

problem 

Affine[] 
More accuare 

than lexicon 

No indexing 

problem 

Features 

Unigram[4][5] 

Deeper 

Emotion  

classification 

Difficult to 

acquire dataset 

using non-

aspect based 

methods 

Accuracy 

Document 

level method is 

difficult & time 

consuming 

Bags of 

words[1][6] 
 

Doesn’t 

produce 

accurate 

results. 

Emoticons 
Can also 

predict 
- 

TF-IDF Efficient - 

Aspect derivation 

factor[4] 

Weigtage of 

aspect 
Complex 

SentiWordNet 
Publicly 

available 
 

Classification Method 

SVM[1][2][5][6] 

 

Regularization 

Parameter 

Choice of 

kernel 

Use kernel trick Speed and size 

Convex 

Optimization 
Discrete data 

Navie 

Bayes[1][4][5][7] 

Multi-layer 

classifier 

through three 

phrases 

Dataset already 

labeled 

KNN 

Multi-layer 

classifier 

through three 

phrases 

Inaccuracy 

Table 1: 

V. EXPECTED SOLUTION 

The previous paper has the over fitting problem due to 

sparse data. Sparse data means the unwanted data is coming 

after preprocessing. It causes the performance of the system 

due to this less accuracy occurred. The problem of over 

fitting may be solved using SVM classifiers. The over fitting 

problem can not be removed totally but can minimize some 

%amount. So that we can improve the accuracy and 

performance of the system. In this research, emoticon can 

also predict by SVM which can not be done by Navie bayes 

classifier.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Sentiment analysis works in analyze the emotion of the 

people which is written in the form of text. Further will 

work on different algorithms and different data mining 

technique to get more accurate emotions. Twitter sentiment 

analysis using support vector machine will solve the over 

fitting problem and also will reduce the time cost and 

increase the accuracy & performance of the system. 
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